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Abstract
In the context of space missions, where onboard memory resources are limited, efficient data transfer is crucial to avoid buffer overflow. In this paper, we are interested in scheduling data transfer for ESA’s Rosetta mission. This problem has been addressed with heuristic methods that show good results, and even optimal results in few cases. In line with a previous work, we propose an exact method to solve this problem. We use constraint programming with two new global constraints. The first constraint links the decisions on priority to the memory usage by reasoning about bandwidth allocation. The second constraint breaks some symmetries of the model. The first results show that the exact method is relevant to solve this data transfer problem. This method aims at being generic, which means that it could be applied for other space missions, or any problem that involves a dense ranking.

Introduction
Rosetta was launched in 2004 by the European Space Agency (ESA) with the goal of performing a detailed study of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko, and ended in 2014. In this paper, we address the problem of data dump in the Rosetta mission as defined in (Chien et al. 2015; Rabideau et al. 2016). This problem is closely related to the data dump planning for the Philae lander (Simonin et al. 2015). In both cases, scientific activities produce data that are temporarily stored in the memory buffers of the instruments. The objective here is to minimize the highest peak of memory usage over all buffers during the whole time horizon. In the Rosetta data dump problem, we assume that the experiments are already planned and we must assign a priority for each memory buffer, that will drive bandwidth sharing. A priority ranking is to be computed for each downlink window, that is, the period in which Rosetta can communicate with Earth. This priority ranking is formally a total preorder: every two buffers have either equal priority, or one has priority on the other. Buffers with same priority rank share the bandwidth equally using a Round-Robin algorithm (circular queue). Thus, the buffers with the best rank can use all the initial bandwidth and the other buffers can use the residual bandwidth, until all buffers are empty or there is no more residual bandwidth. We consider that the fill rates of the buffers is known, as they mainly depend on the planning of scientific experiments. The priorities can only be changed at the beginning of each downlink window. As the relationship between the priorities and the evolution of the memory usage during the downlink window is complex, a classical constraint programming (CP) approach is inefficient. To improve the resolution, we have developed the following global constraints:

- **PRIORITY TRANSFER** is used to relate the maximum memory peak among the buffers within a single downlink window, the memory usage for each buffer at the end of the window and the priority ranking. We use the algorithms presented in (Hebrard et al. 2022) to infer new bounds on the priority variables according to the current maximum peak during the whole time horizon.

- **DENSE RANKING** efficiently filters the priority variables domains to ensure that the priority variables follow a dense ranking, e.g., (1,2,2,3) for 4 buffers, and thus exclude equivalent solutions, such as (1,3,3,4).

Below, we describe these global constraints and we provide preliminary experimental results assessing this approach. Finally, we present the planned future work to improve this CP model.

overlapping Memory Dumping Problem (oMDP)
In the Rosetta data dumping problem or overlapping Memory Dumping Problem (oMDP) (Rabideau et al. 2016), we consider m downlink windows in which the dump rate $\delta_j$ is constant. We have n buffers with a limited capacity. The memory usage of these buffers at the beginning of a downlink window $j$ is denoted by $\text{mem}_{i,j}$ while $r_{i,j}$ is the memory peak for buffer $i$ during downlink window $j$. Our objective is to minimize the worst memory peak during the whole mission: $\min \max_{i,j} r_{i,j}$.

We define some priority variables $p_{i,j}$ with integer domains from 1 to $n$. Priority rank 1 corresponds to the highest priority. As the fill rate over time is known, we can compute the memory usage over time for each buffer, for a particular priority assignment, using the SIMULATION algorithm described in (Hebrard et al. 2022).

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the memory usages for a simple instance (fill rates in color) according to a given (sub-
optimal) solution. During the downlink windows (in green), the data can be dumped at a rate $\delta_j$, and the bandwidth is shared among the buffers according to their priority rank.

**Global Constraints**

The main reason for oMDP hardness, is the complex relationship between the priority variables and the resulting memory usage during the downlink windows. This complexity motivates the development of the PRIORITY TRANSFER global constraint, that links the priority, memory and peak variables ($p_{i,j} ; mem_{i,j} ; r_{i,j}$). Moreover, the way we model the priorities as absolute ranks is very straightforward but introduces equivalent solutions.

We propose the DENSE RANKING global constraint to impose a dense ranking on the priority variables to break these symmetries efficiently.

**Priority Transfer**

When variables $p_{i,j}$ and $mem_{i,j}$ are fixed, we can use the SIMULATION algorithm (Hebrard et al. 2022) to efficiently compute $r_{i,j}$ and $mem_{i,j+1}$. Moreover, as our objective is to minimize $r_{max}$, we can filter the priority variables domains according to $r_{max}$ current upper bound. Indeed, with the SINGLE WINDOW algorithm (Hebrard et al. 2022), we can deduce a partial order on the buffers with respect to a given threshold. Using $r_{max}$ upper bound as a threshold, we can deduce some priority values to remove from the domains thanks to the resulting partial order.

**Dense Ranking**

Several assignments of the priority variables yield equivalent priority rankings (e.g., (1,1,2,3) and (2,2,4,5)). To break this symmetry, we impose that the assignment of the priority variables forms a dense ranking:

- At least one priority variable must take the value 1 (highest priority rank).

- If value $i$ is not assigned, value $i + 1$ cannot be assigned.

The DENSE RANKING constraint is proposed to efficiently filter the priority variables domains according to these previous rules. The filtering is done via two algorithms:

- **PRIORITY SAT** checks whether there is a valid support (i.e., consistent with the domains). This algorithm takes $O(n \log(n))$ to find a support or to prove that none exist.

- **SYMMETRY FILTERING** performs bound consistency, using the previous algorithm as an oracle. This algorithm takes $O(n^3 \log(n))$ to filter the priority variables.

**Preliminary Experimental Results**

To evaluate the utility of the DENSE RANKING constraint, we generated 30 random instances of different sizes: 2 buffers and 2 windows (2b/2w); 4 buffers and 4 windows (4b/4w); 6 buffers and 6 windows (6b/6w). There is 16 buffers in Rosetta’s real instances and the whole mission is split into segments of 64-94 downlink windows. We solve these instances with and without the DENSE RANKING constraint with a time limit of 100 seconds and with Google OR-Tools Original CP solver\(^1\) (van Omme, Perron, and Furnon 2014). Experimental results show a clear improvement of the number of instances solved to optimality using the DENSE RANKING constraint.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>Dense Ranking</th>
<th>% Optimal Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2b/2w</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b/4w</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b/6w</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b/2w</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b/4w</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6b/6w</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Percentage of optimal solutions for a 100-second time limit with and without DENSE RANKING constraint.

**Conclusion**

We presented two new global constraints to improve the resolution of overlapping Memory Dumping Problem, and we experimentally showed the efficiency of the DENSE RANKING constraint. This constraint is generic and can be used in any problem that requires a dense ranking. The PRIORITY TRANSFER constraint allows an efficient filtering of the priority variables, but needs upper bounds on $r_{max}$ to be really effective. Designing heuristics to quickly find good solutions is critical to improving our CP model.

We focus our future work on the integration of heuristics described in (Hebrard et al. 2022) to quickly provide a good upper bound on $r_{max}$ variable. The impact of these heuristics will be studied with wider experiments (on Rosetta real instances as well as on a large data set generated from these instances). We also plan on improving the filtering algorithm for DENSE RANKING.

\(^1\)https://developers.google.com/optimization/cp/original_cp_solver
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